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Much of the comedy in 48 Hours arises out of the tension
between~ialectical

oppositions; indeed, the very nature of the

relationship between tension and the catharsis of that tension
is a dialectical one.
Forty eight hours represents a time period of two days, and
~wo

is the key number in 48 Hours.

Oppositions exist in twos.

The film opens on a rural landscape, the1cameFa moving in
on a group of wild horses.
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'two-shot,
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horses

two horses.

The camera then favors, in a quick

It is no coincidence

is white and the other

is black.

that one of these

White and black represent

opposition--the opposition that is so much a part of the relationship
between Jack Cates, who is white, and Reggie Hammond, who is black.
The shot of the two horses then cuts to the men on the chain gang,
working on the railroad track, and the two images are instantly
associated with one-another, an association which produces meaning,

,~llUding
to a number of other important and relevant relationships
~J,
and oppositions,such as~an versus society and nature versus civil~~~ization,
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both of which are directly related to the thematic presented

in 48 Hours.

Two of the men on the gang stage a fight in order to

escape. In reality, these two men, Ganz and Billv, are actually
~

j~artners.
These two men, who are of ~ifferent races, and who
are really on the same team (or partners), fight viciously in
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to achievetheirgoal= freedom. Jack Catesand Reggie
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H~mmond, who are also
of different
races, and who are also really
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partners., also fight viciously

while

attempting

to achieve

.

their

.

goal, and it is the tension produced bv their brothe~lY co~getiEio~~

n(f¥J~
which gives wav to the moments

that make us laugh. of
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At the outsetof the storyJack Cates is depictedas a
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/loner, outside of society, a man who is not a "team player,"
as the police captain tells him:
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"You might be a little bit more

of a team player and a little bit less of a hot dog."

But through

his work with Reggie Hammond, who is also a loner and outside of
society, Jack Cates learns to be a "team player."
Jack and Reggie's initial separation from one another and
gradual integration/association with one another is supported
visually

by the use of editing

one-shots

and two-shots.
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\VhenJack first meets Reggie at the prison, the scene is r~~
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cut togetherwith a series of one~shots, cutting back and forthJ~i~~
from Jack to Reggie, keeping the two visages separate from one
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another. The scene ends with a final close-up of Reggie as he~~
screams

I

"fuck you!"

Although as the movie progresses Jack and I&L:

.1'

Reggie constantly appear to negate the fact that they are partners~

of the first things Jack says to Reggie after he gets!him(out tJ1"'7J"j
is "we ain't partners") ,~he camera begins to give uSl.:'morec:and_'morev~~
(one

r~

two-shots of Jack and Reggie which are not intercut with one-shots~I~I~(q
of each individual, thus emphasizing their growing integration and~
,~
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s~/lAd&cJ.
assoc~at~onw~th one another.
.
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During

this

growing

association,

v6"art of

the

comedy

comes
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from a constant barrage of pers~hal insults which the two charac-~.'
';>""-"'ters direct at each other, insults which only serve to bring the
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two closer together rather than further apart.

.

bar sequence,

Reggie

even assumes

and the power

that goes with

In the Torchy's

Jack's identity

it-~he

(as a cop)

way Reggie uses this false

power is a strong source of comedy because of the high level of
tension that is created; Reggie the trickster puts himself smack

~.

in the middle of an alien society and a very dangerous situation

/WhiCh
could
the extreme
that
we have
seenexplode
earlierat
inany
thesecond
film. into
But Reggie
gets violence
through it,
and we admire him and like him more for it, and Jack sees that
Reggie is no ordinary "Nigger," and/the competition between the
"two brothers" grows even more fierce, finaly culminating in an
all-out physical

battle

tp which we~ee

that the two meIjl,
are more
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or less physical equals'Aand this equality is reinforced wheh the
police break up their fight--Jack and Reggie holds their hands
up together in a two-shot as the offscreen police corner them;
now it is Jack and Reggie versus society--not only are they physical
equals, but they are also en an equal class level in terms of their
relationship to society, something whichaqppea:J ~o be an es~ential
~)
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prerequisite for all comedy teams.~
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In the next scene,Reggiesays to Jack: "we ain't brothers,
;S-o (~LO
we ain't partners, and we ain't friends!" But as Reggie says this,6..'r~)
we see both characters in a contradictory two-shot; the truth is
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that they are brothe~, they are partners, and they are friends.,
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beauty of this scene is that itv€mbodies the dialectic inVI~l>1i~ 'S~V'

form (the compositionof the shot), a two-shot which indicates~~~
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content

(the dialogue),

which

indicates

dis-unity:i5
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One horse is black, the other is white, but they are still botht;~
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horses--as much as Reggie and Jack don't want t~ .~eed each
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is precisely how much they need each other. vtn opposition is
progress as well as comedy, and that they need one another to

succeed is a realizationwhich soon is experienced by both 3ackl'
and

Reggie.

As Jack apologizes

to Reggie

("I"ciHdn't mean nigger,

watermelon, but I was just doin' mv JOb, keepin' you down"),
we get a full, shoulder~o-shoulder

Jack then gives Reggie a gift of twenty

and Reggie at the bar.
dollars,

medium two-sh~t of Jack

a symbol of truce.

Two scenes after this, at the police

station,(aftee they have failed to capture the bad guys in the
stolen bus), a two-shot of Jack and Reggie is cut against a oneshot of the black police captain as Jack tells him that Reggie ha'
"got more guts than any other partner I ever had." ~ow

the position

of Jack and Reggie as a team outside of society-authority (represented
by the ironically black police captain) is solidified.

From this

point on, Reggie and Jack, whenever thev are together, are always
shown to us in two shots. vThis doesn't mean that their
r'1<J.:£'"",
o
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Oppos1t1on no longer eX1sts, because 1t does.
.
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the film Reggie says:

competitve

In the last line of

"But if I did decide to be a thief, what

makes you think you could catch me?"

This line lets us know that

as long as these two are together, their partnership will always
be, by the very nature

of it, "a real stormy romance."

And the tension created bv this dialectical "stormy romance"
is echoed, ~einf0rced and multiplied bv the tension created in the
very significant and dialectical form of the film, in
centrifugal elements both create and struggle against
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elements.

When we see the maniac Qanz watching a cartoon about

a little alien who shoots women and cops with a ray gun. the
cartoon is no lo
doing.

very real way~
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er funny because we know this is what Ganz is
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first~meet Reggie, he is singing a song ~~
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continually
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about a girl named Roxanne who is forced to "turn on the red ligh~;~
.
and "sell her body to the night," and we later see
many examples
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of Roxanne in the film, people, who probably, as Jack puts it,
"can't get a job they're trained for," just trying to survive.
/The necessity of survival in a hostile society is the very thing

that brings Jack and Reggie together to "do a job." The reality
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of the society depicted, and the extremely realistic violence 0
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this film propels us toward the outside, real world, creating
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tension that must be relieved in some way.

The buddy-buddy:f-t"-
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dynamicsof Jack and Reggieprovidethat way, drawingus into~~'K~
their own little society of two, a world which they make look

~~J~ #

fun, only to let us once againbe propelledto the outsideworld'~~~&
of insane, bloody violence. /FrequentlY,

Reggie will

throw us a

t ~~v;{

funny one-liner just before (or after) someone gets shot twenty~~times in the head. Centrifugalelements both create and strugg1~~~
against centripetalelements.
~c~;
The dialecticalrelationshipbetween the team, Jack and Reggie,
is expanded to encompass the
of the film.
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